MONTREAL (AP) — The gunman who ranged through the University of Montreal's engineering school and killed 14 women carried a suicide letter complaining that women had spoiled his life and he was seeking revenge, police said Thursday.

The young killer — identified Thursday night as Marc Lapin — also wounded nine women and four men before killing himself Wednesday in the worst mass murder in Canadian history.

As he roamed through the modern, six-story engineering building firing a rifle, Lapin ranted, "I want the women!" and "You’re all a bunch of feminists! I hate feminists!"

Witnesses told police.

One of the wounded remained in critical but stable condition Thursday. The rest were out of danger.

Little was known of the killer’s background, but the Canadian Broadcasting Corp. said police confirmed his identity through his mother and quoted detective Sgt. Robert Fuller as giving the man’s name as Marc Lapin.

In his letter, Lapin said he was committing a “political act” in killing the women because "feminists had always ruined my life," police reported.

Senor police investigator Jacques Duschesnau told a news conference Lapin used a .22-caliber Sturm Ruger semi-automatic assault rifle.

Lapin also carried a hunting knife and sheath, two boxes of bullets and a 30-bullet clip.

He was described as being tall and thin, with blue hair and blue eyes.

Lapin was known of the type of weapon you can buy with proper certification.

"We haven’t hit any brick walls," said Breslin. "We have been very supportive of the service."
DART makes scheduling more difficult

DART means Direct Access Registering by Telephone. I prefer to call it Direct Access to Ranting your Transcript.

At first I was relieved to discover that there was no longer a need to sleep on the cold, hard floor that I shared with the line behind 200 other students, praying to get into the philosophy course I wanted. Fifteen-minutes-on-the-phone-and-you’re-done-sounding great.

But then I began to hear the grieves. Classes were filling quickly. I thought that, as a junior, I’d be okay. But even many second semester seniors couldn’t get into some courses.

When I first called DART, armed with my PIN and two alternate English courses, I didn’t think I might not get into them.

After going through the entire list of English classes and still not getting into one class, I got wise and went to the Registrar’s office to get one more class and add another that he heard had one more space. But by the time I called up the new one, that space had been filled.

The student wasn’t too bothered and he resolved to stay with his first choice. When the original was called up, his old space was gone!

I had been waiting on that old one, so I wasn’t in any real hurry. I thought I’d drop and add courses.

As I picked up the phone again, I remembered a nightmare but true story of a student who went to the Registrar’s office to add a course and add another that he heard had one more space. But by the time he added the course, it was time-consuming checkmarking and a miracle. The alternative was waiting in the chaotic, time-consuming checkmarking system with a more advanced, organized registering system. But by creating a new tool to deal with an old problem — juvenile courts — he got more help for the students and faculty by replacing the chaotic, time-consuming checkmarking system with a more advanced, organized registering system.

As I picked up the phone again, I thought I’d drop and add courses.

Maybe the system’s wrinkles will smooth out. Perhaps the system’s wrinkles will smooth out. But when full pre-registration begins I will rather sit on a cold floor and wait for a class that is in a more convenient, organized system.

A candlelight vigil presented by Right to Life will begin at 6 p.m. tonight on the football field.

Shenanigans Christmas concert is tonight at 7 p.m. in Washington Hall. Free tickets are available at the door.

A vaccine for AIDS may be on the horizon, according to an expert who says a new vaccine against a virus that causes AIDS in monkeys is “the most significant advance in the vaccine field since we started the AIDS vaccine program.” Dr. Wayne Koff, chief of AIDS vaccine research at the National Institutes of Health, said Thursday the discovery “has dispelled any doubts about our ever being able to create a vaccine against HIV (the virus that causes AIDS in humans).”

A doctor accused of soliciting college students to have sex with his wife was found dead Thursday in what was apparently a suicide, police said. Rodney Thorp Wood, 50, and his wife, Nancy Stefina Wood, 44, were arrested in September after allegedly conducting a phony research project at the University of Oregon in which “evaluating the sexual potential of the mature female” involved paying male students for taking part in research sessions, police said.

Nineteen years old and dealing with an old problem — juvenile crime. A plea of guilty is required for the program, which gives an accused juvenile an opportunity to tell his or her side of the story in the presence of other teen-agers playing the roles of prosecutor, defense attorney and jurors, under the supervision of an adult judge.

The Taylor University professor who was strangled in the Philippines is expected to return to Indiana on Tuesday. A university spokesman said, “Jessica Rosensoul, a communications professor, left the Philippines on Wednesday. Rosensoul had been in Manila on holiday during the coup attempt against Philippine President Corazon Aquino.”

The Isaak Gallery presents “New Faces,” a collection of work from Notre Dame graduate students, opening today from 5 to 7 p.m.

Advent lessons and carols by the Notre Dame Liturgical Choir and Brass will be held Sunday at 7:30 p.m. in Monroe Seminary Chapel.

Debris from the Three Mile Island nuclear plant will be routed to an Idaho laboratory for examination via a 10-state journey, the Transportation Department has concluded. The Energy Department is 3 1/2 years into a program to haul 300,000 pounds of damaged, radioactive fuel by train from the crippled TMI Unit 2 reactor in Middletown, Pa., to an Idaho federal laboratory 2,400 miles away.

Nicaragua’s government has embarked on “a clear pattern of abuses” designed to intimidate political activists and voters before February’s national elections, said a senior State Department official Thursday. In Nicaragua, meanwhile, President Daniel Ortega accused the Bush administration of sabotaging a meeting of five Central American presidents to be held Sunday and Monday in San Jose, Costa Rica.
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Nun urges women to fight for sexual equality in the Church

By PAUL PEARSON

Women need to fight for more equality in the Catholic Church, Sister Theresa Kane said in a lecture presented at the Center for Social Concerns Thursday.

The videotape, sponsored by the Committee on Women’s Ordination, was presented last October on the 10th anniversary of Kane’s address to Pope John Paul II about the plight of women in the Church.

In the tape, Kane said that women need to feel “...not only an awareness for the wholeness of life, but an awareness for the holiness of life.”

When efforts to reach that awareness are blocked, Kane said, “We need to cry out with courage and with rage. We are called to be artisans and authors of our own destiny,” Kane said.

Kane laid out three goals for equality in the Church. The first is to “...be imbued with an awareness for the necessity of equality in Christian life.”

While women remain unequal in the Church, Kane said, “We do indeed continue forms of idolatry.”

Secondly, Kane called for Catholic women, who are economically homeless in the Church, “to cry out for an end to home­ness.”

Thirdly, Kane called for the changing of God’s image in people’s daily lives. “Patriarchy has been with us for over 5,000 years...We view God exclusively as male and as Father,” she said.

To sum up, Kane called on all Catholics to further the cause of equality in the Church. “Let’s not only wait for it. Let’s work at its realization.”

By PATRICK HEALY

Speaker praises blacks as the ‘world’s strongest people’

Jawanza Kunjufu, president of African American Images, spoke on the problems facing blacks in America in a Year of the Family lecture.

Lecturing on “The Black Family” to a large and enthusiastic audience if they could name examples to show that many black achievements are overlooked in teaching history.

At one point in the lecture, Kunjufu asked a mostly black audience if they could have been as successful if they were white,” by trying to make them embrace white values.

Kunjufu offered many solutions to the problems he presented in his lecture. He said blacks must study history, understand racism and become familiar with God. He also proposed effective time management, knowledge of economics and politics, and good diet and exercise.

On a community level, Kunjufu stressed programs concerned with culture awareness, tutorials, rites of passage, juvenile businesses and role models.
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Former Boeing Co. exec. convicted on 39 counts

ALEXANDRIA, Va. (AP) — A federal court jury Thursday convicted a former Boeing Co. marketing executive on 39 counts arising from his possession of secret Pentagon budget documents.

The 12-member jury in U.S. District Court deliberated about two hours before returning the verdicts against Richard Lee Fowler, who worked for Boeing from 1978 until he was fired in 1986 after an investigation was begun. Fowler could be sentenced to 310 years in prison and fined $225,000 if the maximum penalties are imposed. The counts with which he was charged largely symbolic punishment.

Fowler had pleaded guilty to receiving classified documents from Fowler and has agreed to pay fines of $5.2 million. In additional, the company's Washington-area office has been suspended from bidding on government contracts, a largely symbolic punishment.

Fowler faced the jury as the verdict was read, occasionally closing his eyes while members of his family cried in the background.

As requested whether he had been made a scapegoat for others he said: "I would rather not comment on that." Fowler, 64, also said he considered Boeing "the best employer I ever had." Fowler's attorneys said they would appeal the verdict and sentencing was set for Jan. 12. He will remain free on bond.

"This case, in my view, puts everyone in the defense contracting industry on notice that theft, conversion and conveyance of classified documents will not be tolerated," said U.S. Attorney Henry Hudson.

Hudson said investigations will continue into the trafficking of classified Pentagon documents.

John Bray, Fowler's attorney, said he was disappointed and the "first day para-dise of brass was no help." A string of generals testified the first day of the trial.

Bray said the verdict "certainly ... has a signal in it. But this case isn't over." In testimony this week, employees of several defense contractors said they were part of a nine-company network that traded Pentagon budget documents in the late 1970s and early 1980s.
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ND receives human rights grant

Special to The Observer

The University of Notre Dame Law School’s Center for Civil and Human Rights has received a $250,000 grant from the Ford Foundation to establish a teaching and research program in international human rights law.

"We are grateful to the Ford Foundation for this timely and important grant," said University President Father Edward Malloy. "Because the problems of international human rights require our most disciplined and persistent efforts, Notre Dame intends to build on the Ford Foundation’s participation by seeking permanent endowment for the Center for Civil and Human Rights and by encouraging other institutes and academic departments to collaborate in its endeavors."

According to Father William Barry, professor of law and director of the Center, "As a Catholic university, Notre Dame has a traditional and solid commitment to human rights which makes it a natural home for this sort of project."

The new program, while based in the Law School, will cooperate with Notre Dame’s Kellogg Institute for International Affairs, the Institute for International Peace Studies, the Department of Government and International Studies, and other academic units of the University.

A major component of the program will be its offer of a master of laws degree in international human rights for lawyers primarily, though not exclusively, from outside the United States. The program will also assist in developing a joint degree program in law and peace studies.

During each academic year, the program will bring to Notre Dame visiting faculty members from other countries. In 1990-91, the principal visitor will be Igor Grazin, professor of constitutional law at Tartu University in Soviet Estonia. Grazin is an elected member of the Supreme Soviet and a member of that body’s newly formed constitutional law section.

He said Cheney is determined to send "a realistic budget" to Congress.

Cheney himself has said he will not have his budget labeled "dead-on-arrival" because it contained unrealistic expectations of increased spending.

Under the last budget put out by the Reagan administration, projected military outlays for fiscal 1991 were estimated at $304.7 billion.

In the budget for the present fiscal year, Pentagon appropriations as set by Congress were $286 billion. An increase to $292 billion would be 2.1 percent, though the $286 billion figure is not final.

The administration is projecting 1990 inflation will increase at an average rate of 4.1 percent.

The president has not yet made a decision on a figure for budget authority for the Pentagon, a number that usually is derived first in the budget process, and includes funds for longer-term weapons buying, the source said.

All decked out for the holidays

Notre Dame junior Dave Latherow and Andrea Matovina, a Saint Mary’s student, rehearse a dance for the Saint Mary’s annual Madrigal Christmas dinners held at Regina Hall, December 7-9.

DELUXE ROOMS NEAR ORANGE BOWL
AND BEACHES JUST $99

mami airport
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GROUP RATES AVAILABLE

Rental Cars Available
Call Toll-Free
800-327-6087

Reservation must be made direct.

Includes:
- Ride to and from airport
- Deluxe Room-1 to 4 persons
- 24hr Room Service
- Cable TV Free HBO
- Ride to Game
- Complimentary welcome drinks
- Pool, restaurants and more
Bush voices support for President Aquino

HOUSTON, (AP) — President Bush voiced strong no-strings support Thursday for Philippine President Corazon Aquino, but congressional leaders expressed concern about the depth of opposition to her.

During a speech at a political fund-raiser, the president dep­arted from his text to praise Aquino.

"Just last week democracy was challenged in the Philip­pines," Bush said. "And we view this as President Aquino and we continue to stand with her and democracy now. We must not let the democratic process be overthrown by revo­lution and by military takeover."

Earlier, press secretary Mar­lin Fitzwater, traveling with the president on a three-state trip to underwrite anti-drug efforts and boost Republican can­didates, said the administration also has concerns about Aquino and certain of her government's policies.

"But that does not diminish the fact that we support her and we are very optimistic that she will ultimately hold her government and we hope they're successful. We support her government without any reservations and do not put strings on that support," Fitzwater said.

He was asked about comments the day before by a se­nior administration official suggesting that Aquino's polit­i­cal future was in doubt — and that she should be more atten­tive to eliminating sources of discontent in her country.

"There are a lot of people who are willing to speculate to that effect in private. But, on the record we would not specu­late on that. She's a democrati­cally elected leader and we want her to succeed," Fitzwater told reporters.


Shootings

continued from page 1

prisonment after killing three people and wounding 13 in 1984 with submachine-gun fire in the Quebec legislature.

Copies of the letter were sent to a psychiatrist and a graphologist for analysis.

Duscheanu said Lapin identi­fied himself as a student but did not specify a school. He also said Lapin wrote that he was needed for military induc­tion because he "wasn't a social person."

Police said 35 to 37 shots were fired from the assault ri­fle.

The school was crowded on the last day of classes before examinations when the killer arrived at about 4:30 p.m. EST.

Police said he first shot a woman in a second-floor corri­dor, then entered a room on that floor where a class with about 50 male and 10 female students was in session.

Witnesses said he told the class to separate by sex and open the door to the corridor before opening fire, killing six more women.

"It was almost like Rambo. He had at least two ammunition belts on his chest," said engi­neering student Robert Leclerc, who was in the classroom.

Leclerc, 23, said the killer told the women, "You're all a bunch of feminists. I hate fem­inists."

"My friend, Nathalie, said, 'No, it's not true. We're not feminists.' He fired into the group," Leclerc said.

Police said Lapin then went to the first floor where he killed three women in a cafeteria, then entered a third-floor classroom where he shot four women to death and then killed himself.

The engineering school was closed Thursday in mourning.

As word spread of the mas­acre, family and friends of students gathered outside the building and tried frantically to find out victims' names.

A temporary morgue was set up in the building so parents could identify bodies.

Pierre Leclerc, head of public relations for Montreal police, arrived at the school to find his daughter, Maryse, dead on the floor.

Louis Courville, dean of the engineering school, spoke to reporters outside the school on Thursday.

"What do I say to the par­ents," he said, his voice break­ing with emotion. "They send us their daughters who are then killed."

"I feel angry. I feel useless. I feel powerless."

Montreal Mayor Jean Dore visited the site and told re­porters, "There were tears in his eyes, that his babysitter was one of the women killed."

In Ottawa, Prime Minister Brian Mulroney expressed shock and sent condolences.

Quebec Premier Robert Bourassa told the legislature Thursday, "All of Quebec is in mourning."

A male student laid a wreath of roses in the snow outside the engineering building Thursday morning.

Thursday night, about 1,000 people walked to the school in stiff winds and freezing tem­peratures to hold a candlelight memorial vigil.
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Seniors,

Commencement Weekend

is closer than you think.

Let the

Commencement Accommodations Committee (CCE)
help ease your way into it.

Notre Dame residence halls will be available to accommodate parents and friends of the students who will be graduating during the weekend of May 18-20.

Non-graduating students must request and receive permission to remain on campus by Monday, May 12, 1990.

The meal services, provided through our office, will include buffet lunch on Friday, box lunch and Graduation Dinner on Saturday, and a Sunday brunch.

Information about tickets for these events will be in a brochure sent to your parents in late February.

Visit the site and tell reporters, "There were tears in his eyes, that his babysitter was one of the women killed."

In Ottawa, Prime Minister Brian Mulroney expressed shock and sent condolences.

Quebec Premier Robert Bourassa told the legislature Thursday, "All of Quebec is in mourning."

Thursday night, about 1,000 people walked to the school in stiff winds and freezing tem­peratures to hold a candlelight memorial vigil.
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MIAMI (AP) — A Hispanic policeman was found guilty of manslaughter Thursday in the deaths of two black men, and black leaders praised the verdict as a just response to the shooting that set off three days of racial violence.

Miami Officer Lorenzo Leon, 31, showed no emotion when he heard the verdict in the Jan. 16 deaths of motorcyclist Clement Lloyd, 23, and passenger Allan Blanchard, 24. The two counts carry a total maximum sentence of 45 years.

Circuit Judge Joseph Farina deferred adjudication on the jury's findings, an administrative formality to allow a pre-sentencing investigation. He ordered everyone involved to return to court Jan. 24. Leon remained free on $10,000 bond and had to surrender his passport.

The televised verdict by the six-member, multi-ethnic jury brought relief to an inner-city black community that feared the trial would spark another round of racial unrest.

"It just shows that our system works if people will give it a chance to work and that there are other ways of impacting the system than through violence," said Willis Sims, a black community leader who is a member of Dade County's community relations board.

Miami has been racked by racial unrest four times this decade, including riots in 1980 and 1984 sparked by acquittals of police charged in the deaths of blacks.


dive into space, developments that could affect the Middle East's military balance.

Hussein Kamel, minister of industry and military industrialization, said the three-stage rocket was launched Tuesday from the Al-Anbar space research center 50 miles west of Baghdad.

He also claimed in a statement broadcast by state-run Baghdad Radio that Iraq has tested-fired two surface-to-surface missiles with a range of 1,240 miles.

That is enough to reach Cairo to the west, Athens and Istanbul to the northwest, all of Iran to the east, and the southern Soviet Union to the north.

Iraq's other main foes, Israel and Syria, are already within range of missiles reported in Iraqi sources.

If the Iraqis do test-fire the missiles they claim to have tested, it would be a significant development in the arms race in the Middle East.

State Department spokesman Richard Boucher said he had heard reports Iraq had developed intercontinental ballistic missile but knew nothing about their validity.

Kamel gave no details of the surface-to-surface missiles and did not say when the tests orings occurred.

The heaviest missile the Iraqis believe they have tested is the al-Hussain, with a range of about 260 miles. The U.S. Polaris nuclear missile weighs only 13 tons.
Fear hinders entry of women into the Church

By Mary Abowed

On Thursday night of Call to Peacemaking Week, you may have noticed a candlelight procession of fifty or more women and men marching through the dark of the campus. You may have heard chants like “Women unite! Take back the night!” or “The rising of the race!” This was all part of a march entitled “Take Back the Night” in which we attempted to reclaim what is rightfully ours—the freedom to walk where we would like at any time and to walk without fear.

In my first year at Notre Dame, I was told “you must never walk alone after dark a night!” I learned that there was a long, scary road alone a night!” I learned that fear hinders entry of women into the Church.

On one level, this fear is unique to us, and, thus, our freedom to walk alone a night! “I learned that fear is more of a women’s enemy than a rapist.” She suggests that we should follow our fear and our anger to motivate us to constructive action.

Although we have these very legitimate fears, we must not let them keep us down. We cannot submit to our fears but instead must try to overcome them. We must get an attacker. We must get an attacker.

“With the present shortage of priests, I think it is high time that those standing in opposition to the ordination of women begin swallowing their fears and cast a vision toward the future of the Church.”

The Christian vocation to love and serve one another comes about from men and women testing our courage and our anger to make the workers not to be enthusiastic about making the worker’s day a bit better. Rather, with a little consideration, we can improve, and women would no longer feel like second-class citizens in the Church.

Dear Editor:

I would like to address this letter to all the students at Notre Dame who eat in the dining halls. I’m sure that, at one time or another, most of us have complained about bad food or slow service at the dining halls, but I think we fail to see the enormous amount of work these people do for us. The dining halls serve thousands of meals every day to often unappreciative students.

With all these factors dining hall workers look at every day, it can be discouraging to see people gripe in disgust and say, “Gimme some of whatever that is supposed to be.” Even the lack of appreciation shown by the way students leave extra dishes and trash strewn about the dining halls after meals doesn’t exactly encourage these people to be enthusiastic about their work.

Dining hall employees are not emotionless automatons; if they feel that their hard work is appreciated, they will most likely be willing to put a little bit of extra effort into serving your meals. Snide remarks and childish pranks in exchange for poor service or a bad dinner are not going to improve anything.

Rather, with a little consideration and kindness, you will be making the worker’s day a bit more pleasant and thereby making the workers themselves try a little harder to make their service to you better.

Even if you don’t want to treat these people with kindness and respect for their sake, at least do it for the improvement of the service you love to complain about.

Jennifer Nestella
Leona Hall
Dec. 4, 1989

DOONESBURY

GARRY TRUDEAU

QUOTE OF THE DAY

‘The hardest work of all is to do nothing.’

Jewish Proverb
CROP walk alleviates plight of poor

Dear Editor:

On Oct. 8, 1989 over 600 people walked the South Bend in the city-wide CROP Walk, raising over $25,000 to help feed the hungry in our community and around the world.

The Notre Dame student body contributed over $1000 to that total. Many students have already raised for the South Bend CROP Walk over the last 6 years. It has been in existence. Student government and the Center for Social Concerns appear to sincerely grate all who walked or contributed. Your paragraph was a major and is a personal copy of the National Enquirer all under one roof.

One thing is for sure, though, and that is Kroger has taken the idea of the 'power of sug gestion' to a whole new level. With something called, appropriately, 'KrogerRadio,' with its own DJ. "Hi, this is KrogerBoy. You know, it's very hard that Kroger's with an accent instead of a legitimate one. (The APN chain contends that this fellow is our own, although a bit of skepticism of this character for express would be a good idea.)

As you enter a Kroger store, you are immediately awakened by a particularly soaring jingle that repeats over and over; it goes something like "Let's go Kroger-ing...la la la la..." (if I forget the words, forgive me.) I suppose this is to perk up your 'buying spirit,' to get you in the mood.

In the past, I have heard rather ordinary announcements over the radio about CROP markets sales. In the proverbial 'Attention K-Mary, CUA, and the Notre Dame campus.' It occasionally bears some babbling about 'subliminal merchandise.'

That Kroger's does not market flowers play in the aisles, messages that somehow 'I like supermarkets. It's a wonderful thing that you can buy milk, cookies, really cheap SYR flowers and a personal copy of the National Enquirer all under one roof.'

'suggest' what to buy. Likewise, the Keenan Revue ('Hi, this is K-aldor Rivera talking about these messages, I'm inclined to disbelieve.

It is sadly ironic that the feature of the popular magazine Dialogue refers to the "deplorable state of women's ordination as 'schematics' and that we substitute a liturgy of the Word for the Eucharist at the open doors." You know, I'm really ticked off here, and I just knew the man to ask about it: Alex the Bumper Sticker.

Alex the Kroger Butcher is the person behind the keyboard on South Bend TV because he is the only character who ever has new ideas, and it's not that I'm personally haven't discovered that there are shows around other than age-old reruns of MASH and Cheers. I bemoaned to the butcher department to find this veritable monarch of meat-packing.

"Where's Alex?" says one of the regulars behind the counter. "Alex, you know the guy on TV."

"Look kid, don't waste my time." So much for Alex, the Bumper Sticker, Kroger's. You always seem to run into ecumen- icist doamer friends whom I have known for years. I would hope that people must hide out in the library at Bening Upton Sinclair's 'The Jungle' and other surreal food packing tales, wondering how they are going to ruin my ap­ petite the next time I'm in Kroger's. I pick up a bottle of Hershey's Syrup, and I hear a voice behind me saying, "You wouldn't buy that if I were you. Mom, it's very hard in a chocolate factory to tell the difference between a bag shell and a coca bean. That stuff is disgusting."

You just can't shake these people. I pick up a package of McCall, and you say, "Oh, man, if you only knew..."

"You'd stay a mile away from that stuff, you'd stay a mile away from it." Needless to say, these are not fun things to run into in a super­ market.

Anyway, that's all I have to say. There's only so many 'serious' and 'weighty' things you can say about this CROP Walk.

In closing, I do think that the junior history/ALPA major and is a regular Viewpoint columnist.

Glenn G. Fogarty
With No Apologies

point page, since columns must deal with, and I quote, 'serious and weighty issues.' Terrible, I suppose I should at least try to be sufficiently serious for a change. Since I just decided to write a "serious and weighty" dissertation on various aspects of going to a super­ market.

The word 'Krogerging,' espe­ cially if you roll your eyes while saying your tongue, the way the Prus­ canes sounds round the back, due to the fact that I am con­ ducting a highly "serious and weighty" dissertation on the etymology of supermarket.

From the Latin, it may be mor­ ally translated as "that which stands over Marcus' in popular referring to a large roof or building of some sort. After much serious and weighty historical research I discovered that the Latin is that the English (which repeats over and over in our minds) has an endless succession of every political af­ fairs. Day after day, oh-so-grim ha­

The typical Viewpoint column is about as fun and cheery to read as a college student's paper due by noon the day after day, oh-so-grim ha­

awareness about the needs of the hungry. Almost every hall on the Notre Dame campus

Social Concerns Commissioner

Kathy Rogers
Coordinator Service/ Student Action Groups

Nov. 16, 1989

Dear Editor:

It is ironic that the featured editorial in the new cam­ puses magazine Dialogue refers to the "deplorable state of women's ordination as 'schematics' and that we substitute a liturgy of the Word for the Eucharist at the open doors." You know, I'm really ticked off here, and I just knew the man to ask about it: Alex the Bumper Sticker.

Alex the Kroger Butcher is the person behind the keyboard on South Bend TV because he is the only character who ever has new ideas, and it's not that I'm personally haven't discovered that there are shows around other than age-old reruns of MASH and Cheers. I bemoaned to the butcher department to find this veritable monarch of meat-packing.
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"Look kid, don't waste my time." So much for Alex, the Bumper Sticker, Kroger's. You always seem to run into ecumen- icist doamer friends whom I have known for years. I would hope that people must hide out in the library at Bening Upton Sinclair's 'The Jungle' and other surreal food packing tales, wondering how they are going to ruin my ap­ petite the next time I'm in Kroger's. I pick up a bottle of Hershey's Syrup, and I hear a voice behind me saying, "You wouldn't buy that if I were you. Mom, it's very hard in a chocolate factory to tell the difference between a bag shell and a coca bean. That stuff is disgusting."
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awareness about the needs of the hungry. Almost every hall on the Notre Dame campus
COLLEEN CRONIN
ROBYN SIMMONS
assistant accent editors

It's the last weekend before the finals crunch set in, for real; the last weekend to have anything resembling a social life. Why not take off in Chicago for at least part of it? 

With the Christmas season now in full swing, Chicago is at its very best. From shopping North Michigan Avenue to browsing through museums, there is enough to fill up an afternoon and then some. The trees along State Street and North Michigan Avenue are fully decorated with those small Italian lights, and the windows of the major department stores are decorated as well. Marshall Fields at Water Tower Place has always been the granddaddy of window sightseeing, and should not be missed. Also, for those who still need to do Christmas shopping, check out the new Bloomingdale's mall, at 900 N. Michigan, which is enough to keep even the quickest shopper busy for hours. While the checkout is still handy, take a walk to Gucci, Tiffany's, and Burberry's just to name a few, and see how that "other half" lives. All nine floors of Water Tower Place go without saying. If you desire a more educa-

Chicago shopping, museums, improv.
JOHN BLASI

accent editor

I'm looking for a great Italian restaurant that believes in abundance, plentiful portions, and you've worked up quite an appetite running between floors at Water Tower Place. Then, try one of Leona's restaurants in Chicago.

Located in three different places in Chicago, Leona's features an extensive menu that includes everything from fried mozzarella and buffalo wings for appetizers to fresh swordfish, Rotini Primavera, hamburgers, and ribs for main course selections.

The casual and friendly atmosphere we encountered at Leona's supported its "good food—good attitude" motto. Leona's varied menu and trendy atmosphere make it an overall success.

One thing we noticed about Leona's was that the vegetables were not as plentiful as expected, but were good nonetheless. The special on Fridays, the linguini and fresh clam sauce, was particularly noteworthy. The spaghetti, featuring home made pasta with Leona's special sauce, was also tasty.

The rotini primavera was a combination of fresh vegetables served on top of rich pasta and covered with a rich cream sauce. The only complaints we had with the rotini was that the vegetables were cut in small enough chunks which made eating the dish rather challenging.

In addition to the dishes we tried several other dishes sounded and looked tempting. Many of the main courses were also served as side dishes and appetizers for those with smaller appetites. Spaghetti, rotini, mostaccioli, and the fettuccine Alfredo were all served as appetizers ($5.75).

The antipasto salad ($5.50) sounded very tempting with Leona's salami, imported ham, and various cheeses.

Leona's menu also featured some tempting sandwiches including burgers ($5.45) Italian sausage ($5.45) and steak sandwiches ($8.95). Every type of pizza imaginable including pan ($1.45 for an 18") and stuffed ($1.95) was available on the menu. Leona's also featured a wine list and several varieties of imported beer. We tried Leona's own brew which proved to be quite good. If diners have room for dessert, the homemade cannolis ($1.95) were great and the gourmet pecan brownie ($3.25) sounded tempting.

Leona's has three locations. The two closest are one near Lincoln Park at 3212 N. Sheffield and the other near Loyola's lakeshore campus in Roger's Park at 6035 N. Sheridan Rd. All of the Leona's are large, but if you plan on making a weekend visit, then this may work out as a good idea. In any case, try one of them for a hearty homecooked Italian meal.

Leona's: Italian food at its best

large egg roll shaped wedges of mozzarella cheese dipped in a thin batter and deep fried. These cheese sticks were among the best that we've had.

The main courses were hearty and good overall. We tried the scallops and fettuccine ($5.65), linguini and clam sauce ($8.95 available on Fridays only), the spaghetti ($6.95), and the rotini primavera ($7.95).

The scallops and fettuccine were baked scallops served over fettuccine with a rich cream sauce. The scallops, fresh and large, were not as plentiful as expected, but were good nonetheless. The special on Fridays, the linguini and fresh clam sauce, was particularly noteworthy. The spaghetti, featuring home made pasta with Leona's special sauce, was also tasty.

The rotini primavera was a combination of fresh vegetables served on top of rich pasta and covered with a rich cream sauce. The only complaints we had with the rotini was that the vegetables were cut in small enough chunks which made eating the dish rather challenging.

In addition to the dishes we tried several other dishes sounded and looked tempting. Many of the main courses were also served as side dishes and appetizers for those with smaller appetites. Spaghetti, rotini, mostaccioli, and the fettuccine Alfredo were all served as appetizers ($5.75).

The antipasto salad ($5.50) sounded very tempting with Leona's salami, imported ham, and various cheeses.

Leona's menu also featured some tempting sandwiches including burgers ($5.45) Italian sausage ($5.45) and steak sandwiches ($8.95). Every type of pizza imaginable including pan ($1.45 for an 18") and stuffed ($1.95) was available on the menu. Leona's also featured a wine list and several varieties of imported beer. We tried Leona's own brew which proved to be quite good. If diners have room for dessert, the homemade cannolis ($1.95) were great and the gourmet pecan brownie ($3.25) sounded tempting.

Leona's has three locations. The two closest are one near Lincoln Park at 3212 N. Sheffield and the other near Loyola's lakeshore campus in Roger's Park at 6035 N. Sheridan Rd. All of the Leona's are large, but if you plan on making a weekend visit, then this may work out as a good idea. In any case, try one of them for a hearty homecooked Italian meal.
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A lovely legend tells how Mary, the Mother of God, when she was first taken to the temple at four years old, danced for joy at the sight of the Holy of Holies. The painful part of lovely legends, of course, is that they are precisely that: stories. Christians are always theologians, I ex­sick and dying, and I didn't want to lose him. I asked, "Let me stay with you for awhile." The answer was, "It's old and tired now. Allow him his rest, and replace him with a younger one."

I can't be sure that Darby understands anything that I tell him about our Blessed Mother, but why should I expect him to? Perhaps if we can look at the tragedy and glory of this age, so strangely overshadowed by the Power of the Spirit, so serene with the strain of liberation, so filled with the openness to love we find among the young, we may discover within and around, meonios, a mother's love and a mother's presence renewing the earth, bringing to birth the Christ who fills the whole universe.

I don't bother Darby's head with the theology of Mary conceived without any stain of original sin, which is the mys­tery celebrated in today's feast. Father O'Donoghue explains that speaking of her as "the Woman Without Stain," ex­poses her to being misunder­stood as a porcelain figure or madonna in a niche. "Yet what we consider being asserted in her sinlessness, or that's it's more or less continual series of choices against what one knows in one's deepest heart is right. It is an evasion of life, a refusal to stand in the truth of one's being. This is the offence to God, that his beloved crea­tures, in whom he longs to give himself, refuse this gift."

I tell the beastie, "Do you see? It's the totality of our God centeredness that we should worry about. So stop worrying about whether He's listening, or whether he gives a damn, when we have split milk."

Why is this a breakthrough in truth for Darby and me? Be­cause I used to wonder if she ever said "damn," when she split the milk. She probably didn't, but even if she did, it wouldn't make any difference, or mean her devotion. Obvi­ously, being sinsless doesn't imply being sinless.

I wonder about the hidden persuader in Nazareth, before she became the "Stabat Mater do­lorosa," was being the Mother of God above a bed of roses, packed with mystical visions and divine communications? For my pet as for myself, "At my back I always have/Time's winged chariot hurrying near."

Does it seem irreverent to in­troduce my dog into an article written in praise of Our Lady on her great feast? I have a precedent for doing so. In the 18th century, the mad poet, Christopher Smart wrote a poem famous for its ecstatic sense of the presence of the Holy Spirit. The most famous passage describes Smart's cat Jeoffry: "For I am possessed of a cat, surpassing in beauty, from whom I take occasion to praise God. . . for he is the ser­vant of the living God duly and daily serving Him. . . ." Then, at great length, the poet shows how very real rat, in all its fricks, celebrates the Maker, as all things do, in his very being.

What I'm trying to say is much simpler, sending me a small eulogy, "Darby O'Gill as God's servant, grace has come into my life in a way that it might nototherwise be there."

In telling Darby he owes a debt to Our Lady, I'm reminding myself how much I love the Grotto where I buried the ashes of the first dog I ever had, one spring morning at 4 a.m., as the new pup watched to see if I would turn over a buried bone from an ancient flood for him. Does this sound maudlin? There's nothing maudlin about becoming responsible for the welfare of a housepet who re­turns the favor by becoming re­sponsible for me. Father O'Donoghue praised his Maker by pointing out that no dog is an island, as the Seat of Wisdom well knew when she sent Darby O'Gill to be a sidekick to a campus chaplain who would use him as a bridge to the students of Notre Dame.
Ewing would rather see Knicks on top than see himself among greats

(AP)—Patrick Ewing seems to realize that he's ready to be mentioned in the same breath with Magic Johnson and Michael Jordan, but he's not used to it.

For four years, Ewing has politely replied to questions about his performances with lines like: "I'm just trying to help the New York Knicks win games," and "I just want to be the best player I can be."

But the 6-foot-11 center who dominated college basketball in the early 1980s has a chance to be the NBA's first Most Valuable Player in the 1990s.

And Ewing seems to know it.

"Winning the MVP is a goal of mine," he says. "But winning a championship still comes first. But that's just not true of me, Michael Jordan and Michael Jordan both would say the same thing."

Ewing said he doesn't mind talking about an individual goal because he believes he can't win the MVP unless the Knicks continue to be a winning team in the Atlantic Division.

"I'm playing well in part because I'm playing well," he said.

Ewing has been a solid, but seldom spectacular, player in his first four years, averaging from 17.5 to 20.0 points and from 8.9 rebounds each season.

This year, he has been regularly spectacular, defeating any defenses the opposition puts in front of him. He trails only Jordan in the NBA scoring race, averaging 29 points to Jordan's 32.

"He's playing like this, we're playing in June," teammate Trent Tucker said, referring to the NBA Finals.

Last season, Ewing scored 20 or more points in 40 games. In his first 18 games this season, he's been held under 20 only once, scoring 30 or more eight times and 40 or more three times.

"A machine, just a machine," Golden State rookie Sarunas Marciulionis said after Ewing had 44 points and 24 rebounds against the Warriors on Nov. 29. "Never have I seen something like that."

"If there's any way to stop me, I'm not telling," Ewing said.

Last season, as Ewing received increased defensive attention as his scoring ability improved, he usually responded to double-teams by passing the ball back outside. This year, Coach Stu Jackson said, Ewing is still passing in that situation, but he also has learned to spin quickly away from the pressure and hit baseline shots.

"He's passing out much, much, much more than he has in the past, but his teammates have made the commitment to get him the ball more because they know they'll get it back if he's double-teamed and can't get a shot off," Jackson said. "But he's definitely getting the ball more and getting more shots. Our game plan is to get Patrick the ball. That's always our game plan. ALWAYS!"

Consequently, his shots per game have increased from 15 to 20.

"I'm trying to turn and move quick moves more and move, if it's not there, I'll pass it out," Ewing said. "That's especially true in the fourth quarter when we're trying to make things happen and the pace picks up ever so slightly, I try to defeat the double-teams in different ways."

Philadelphia center Mike Gminski, who guarded Ewing much, much more than he has in the past, said he noticed the difference.

"He's on quite a roll," Gminski said. "Never have I seen something like that.

"If there's any way to stop me, I'm not telling," Ewing said.

Last season, as Ewing received increased defensive attention as his scoring ability improved, he usually responded to double-teams by passing the ball back outside. This year, Coach Stu Jackson said, Ewing is still passing in that situation, but he also has learned to spin quickly away from the pressure and hit baseline shots.

"He's passing out much, much, much more than he has in the past, but his teammates have made the commitment to get him the ball more because they know they'll get it back if he's double-teamed and can't get a shot off," Jackson said. "But he's definitely getting the ball more and getting more shots. Our game plan is to get Patrick the ball. That's always our game plan. ALWAYS!"

Consequently, his shots per game have increased from 15 to 20.

"I'm trying to turn and move quick moves more and move, if it's not there, I'll pass it out," Ewing said. "That's especially true in the fourth quarter when we're trying to make things happen and the pace picks up ever so slightly, I try to defeat the double-teams in different ways."
NFL to rule on 'bounty' charges against Ryan

IRVING, Texas (AP) — NFL commissioner Paul Tagliabue, hoping to defuse a tense situation between Dallas and Philadelphia, is expected to rule Friday on bounty charges by Cowboys coach Jimmy Johnson against the Eagles' Buddy Ryan.

In the most recent development, Cowboys kicker Luis Zendejas and Eagles assistant coach Al Roberts say they've retained lawyers over a tape recording Zendejas says he has of a conversation with Roberts.

On the tape, Zendejas says, Roberts pleads with him not to tell the NFL he warned Zendejas about Eagles' attempts to knock him out of a Thanksgiving game between the teams. After the first meeting between Johnson, accused Ryan of offering a bounty to knock Zendejas and quarterback Troy Aikman from the game.

"We expect to make a statement on the situation on Friday," Joe Browne, the league's director of communications, said Thursday. A spokesman for the Cowboys said the team would have no comment because the league is handling the situation.

The Eagles play the Cowboys on Sunday at Veterans Stadium.

Zendejas, a former Eagle, said Wednesday that Eagles' punter John Teltschik tipped him off about the bounty before the Thanksgiving game, which the Eagles won 27-0.

After the game, Johnson said Ryan had offered a bounty to his players to knock Zendejas and Aikman out of the game.

Ryan called the charge ridiculous.

Zendejas said he taped a phone conversation with Roberts two days after the game.

"When I talked with Al Roberts on the phone, he said, Luis, I'm 47 years old, I still want to keep coaching in the league and this and that, and why don't you just say I told you that if you go down and make a tackle we're going to take you out, or something like that," Roberts said.

"I said, 'I can't say that.'"

Roberts on Wednesday denied he warned Zendejas of any bounties and said he would sue Zendejas if he plays the taped conversation. He confirmed, however, that he talked with Zendejas twice on the phone after the game.

He said Zendejas asked him why the Eagles went after him.

"He said, 'I was alerted the night before,' and I said, 'That's ... talk we do all the time, we always say we are going after you, we try to intimidate before, after and during the game that we're going to kick your butt. Luis is over-sensitive,"' Roberts said.

"No one said we're going to knock out Luis and get $500 or $200," he said. "It makes me look bad. As long as he draws me through, they'll say. 'That's the guy involved in the Luis Zendejas deal.'"

Zendejas declined to turn over the tape to the league.

"But if the tape happens to get lost, and somebody happens to get it on a TV station, then it's out of my control," he said.

And out of that mysterious beginning came Thursday night's convincing end. "No mas" indeed. They might have left well left alone enough.

Leonard threw 156 fewer punches — 438 vs. 588 — and landed almost three times as many — 237 vs. 84. He smiled and danced, strutted and shuffled, and tantalizingly booted his chin out like the Adam's apple of a nervous suitor. He kicked winding lolo punches with his right hand and followed most with a stinging left lead. He wound up one time and actually delivered a looping uppercut.

If he failed to hurt Duran — again — he left him both frustrated and bewildered — again. And if it is of any consolation to Juanita — the couple has since separated amicably — she could have been fast asleep, with few concerns, by the eighth round of this one. The only way Thursday night's gators avoided a similar fate was by booing loudly and lustily, starting with the lack of contact at the start and finishing with the lack of drama at the finish.

"I think this is the result of Roberto Duran being 38 years old," Leonard, a relative youngster at 33, said almost apologetically. "He is a veteran, however, and he did come to fight.

"The referee didn't let me do nothing, he complained. "Whenever we went into a clinch, he'd push me away, he wouldn't let me fight. I don't think Leonard beat me. As the rounds went by, I was hitting him. "I never felt like an old fighter. My arms were a little tight, but not old." Duran continued. "Leonard didn't come to fight. He came to run."

Sugar Ray Leonard was far more jubilant Thursday night when he scored a unanimous decision over Roberto Duran. Leonard threw 150 fewer punches, 438-588, but landed three times as many, 237-84 as he easily defeated the 38-year-old Duran.

Leonard gets unanimous decision

Sugar Ray Leonard is the new welterweight champion.

Sugar Ray Leonard and Roberto Duran met the first time in New Orleans in November 1980, it was Duran's backers who suffered, humiliated by Leonard's cruel taunts and flashy antics, but above all, by his hero's lack of a stomach for further combat and his brief concession speech. "No mas," Duran, who had never quit anything before, said with 16 seconds left in the eighth round of that one. "No mas."
Davis, Hernandez, O'Brien lead way in free agent moves

NASHVILLE, Tenn. (AP) — Storm Davis, Pete O'Brien and Keith Hernandez led another flow of free agents to find new teams Thursday, and the San Diego Padres indicated their Cy Young Award winner might be next.

One day after the official end of baseball’s winter meetings, several teams were still hard at work. Kansas City lured Davis from Oakland, Cleveland signed Hernandez, Montreal got Oil Can Boyd and Detroit acquired Lloyd Moseby, bringing to 15 the number of free agents who changed clubs at the meetings.

The Chicago Cubs sent Paul Kilgus to Toronto for Jose Nunez in the only trade of the day. Deals were down at these meetings, mostly because there is no longer a deadline to make them, although Tim Leary, Lance McCullers and others could move soon.

Where Mark Davis winds up is still open to speculation. But there was talk San Diego may not try to bring him back.

"The Padres told me that if I signed with them, they would not re-sign Mark Davis," re­lieved Davis said.

Lefferts and the Padres agreed on a three-year, $5.35 million contract shortly before 4 a.m. EDT Thursday. Lefferts came to Nashville this week and, with agent Steve Comte, finished business with Padres manager and vice president Tony Phillips as free agents to leave Oakland since the season ended, although the Athletics seemed close to re-signing Ken Phelps to fill Phillips’ role as designated hitter.

San Francisco, the National League champion, has also lost three free agents — Lefferts, Ken Oberkfell and Candy Maldonado.

O’Brien, 31, left Cleveland for a four-year contract with Seattle worth about $7.4 million. He hit .259 with 12 homers and 55 RBIs in his only season with the Indians and told the team he would not be back.

O’Brien, a lifetime .271 hitter in five seasons, is one of the best-fielding first basemen in baseball, although he lacks the power other platers at the posi­tion can produce.

"I would like to take this time to thank our new owner, Jeff Smulyan, for making our effort in the free-agent market possible," general manager Woody Woodward said. "This is truly the beginning of a new era for the Seattle Mariners."

Hernandez, 36, signed a two­year contract with Cleveland for $3 million guaranteed plus $1 million in incentives. He is a five-time All-Star first baseman who has been hurt for two years, batting just .233 in 75 games last season.

"We know he won’t play as many games as he has in the past, but he can help us on the field and with his leadership," Indians manager John McNamara said.

The Expos aren’t sure what to expect from Boyd. Once on the verge of becoming one of baseball’s better young pitch­ers, Boyd, 30, has worked sparingly the past three sea­sons with Boston because of blood clots in his right shoul­der.

Still, the Expos recently lost free-agent pitchers Mark Langston, Paulze Perez and Bryn Smith and need someone for their rotation.

"Basically, it all depends on his physical condition. After a lot of discussion, we thought we’d take a chance on him bouncing back," Montreal gen­eral manager Dave Dombrowski said.

Boyd agreed to a one-year contract for a guarantee of $310,000, with another $650,000 in incentives if he can stay healthy and be productive.

Moseby, 30, and the Tigers agreed on a two-year contract. He hit .282 with 26 homers and 96 RBIs for Toronto in 1987, but has been in a two-year slump.

Free agent Dennis "Oil Can" Boyd of the Boston Red Sox has signed with the Montreal Expos. Oakland’s Storm Davis and New York’s Keith Hernandez are two of the 15 players who have changed teams thus far.

cellar (cel’ lăr), n., s.

A room or group of rooms below the ground level, and usually under a building, often used for storing fuel, provisions, etc...a cellar for wines...a stock of wines...a stock of music...unification through entertainment... ...a workable definition of sound.
Snow takes home Lombardi Award
ND's Zorich, USC's Ryan, Colorado's McGhee finalists

HOUSTON (AP) — Michigan State linebacker Percy Snow earned his second honor of the week when he was presented the Lombardi Award on Thursday night as the nation's top collegiate lineman.

Snow, who holds the school record of 164 tackles in a season, won the Butkus Award on Tuesday as the nation's top linebacker.

Snow, 6-foot-3 and 240 pounds, beat out Colorado linebacker Kanavis McGhee (6-5, 240) and two defensive linemen, Southern California tackle Tim Ryan (6-5, 260) and Notre Dame nose guard Chris Zorich (6-1, 268).

The award is a memorial to Vince Lombardi, former coach of the Green Bay Packers and Washington Redskins, who died of cancer in 1970. The annual dinner benefits the American Cancer Society.

"I'm kind of surprised I got this far," Snow said. "There were some really outstanding athletes selected for this honor."

Snow has 464 career tackles, the second Spartan to record 400 stops.

"I started out playing football just wanting to be successful," Snow said. "I saw a light at the end of the tunnel. I recognized that I had some talent and I just tried to make the best of it."

Snow has 163 tackles this season, one short of the school record he set last year. He also has three interceptions and two blocked field goals.

Michigan will play Hawaii in the Aloha Bowl.

Ryan recorded 19 sacks this season as Southern Cal won the Pacific-10 title and the right to face Michigan in the Rose Bowl. He had 96 tackles, three forced fumbles and one recovered fumble.

Zorich was a key to an Irish defense that allowed 12 points a game on route to a 11-1 record and a meeting with McGhee and top-ranked Colorado in the Orange Bowl.

McGhee teamed with fellow outside linebacker Alfre d Williams in leading the Buffaloes to an 11-0 season. He has 199 career tackles and 10 career sacks.

Snow and Ryan are seniors, McGhee and Zorich juniors.

Ohio State linebacker Jim Igawa won the first Lombardi Award in 1970. Auburn's Tracy Rocker won last year.
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Irish swimmers prepare for Belles of St. Mary's in arenas, will face each other in a Vi lfanova and second-place after a superb performance geared toward the national last weekend in the third annual...
CALVIN AND HOBBES

WILBUR AND WENDEL

JAY HOSLER

FRIDAY
5 p.m. Art, "New Faces," Isis Gallery.
7 p.m. Madrigal dinner, Saint Mary's, Regina Hall, North Lounge.

SATURDAY
2 p.m. Women's swimming, ND vs. Saint Mary's, Roll's Aquatic Center.
7 p.m. Madrigal dinner, Saint Mary's, Regina Hall, North Lounge.
7 p.m. Shenanigan's Christmas Concert, Washington Hall
7:30 p.m. Hockey vs. Ferris State, JACC.
8:30 p.m. Band, "Super Combo Pan American," Theodore's.

SUNDAY
2 p.m. Wrestling vs. Illinois State, JACC.

CAMPUS

STUFF

7 p.m.
5 p.m.
7 p.m.
5:30 p.m.
7 p.m.
2 p.m.
5:30 p.m.
2 p.m.
7:30 p.m.
7 p.m.
8:30 p.m.
7:30 p.m.
7 p.m.
8:30 p.m.

Notre Dame
Baked Cod Soup
Bowl Pot Pie
Cheese Stuffed Pepper
Tangy Grilled Chicken

Saint Mary's
Meatloaf
Broccoli Cheese Omelette
Cheese & Deluxe Pizza
Saint Mary's

ANSWER TO PREVIOUS PUZZLE

ACROSS
1. Thelma
2. Silent screen's
3. Twin Cities
16. On in years
17. Healer
19. Valley in NW
20. Ocean
21. am.
22. Bear feeder
23. Purple
24. Benson's queen
26. Mirth

CROSSWORD

BILL WATERSON

THE FAR SIDE

GARY LARSON

WILBUR AND WENDEL

JAY HOSLER

CA M PUS

EWW! KIDS' TR'S DISGUSTING STUFF!!

IT'S SPIDER PIE. YOU CAN PICK OUT THE BIG LEGS AND CIVIL THEM TO YOUR DAD IF THEY'RE TOO HARD FOR YOU.

WILBUR AND WENDEL

WILL, WILBUR!

YOU ARE ON;

WILL, WILBUR!

I'M SIGNED, I KNOW!! HOW DOES IT FEEL LIKE DRYING MY WINGS?

WILL, WILBUR!

WAIT - LOOK!

THE CARDONIST FALL ASLEEP!!

SOMETHING LIKE A CUP OF COFFEE.. I COULDN'T MAKE IT HAPPEN TO US.

OF COURSE!

Suddenly, only a mile into the race, Ernie gets a nose cramp.

All-Night Christmas Movies

It's a Wonderful Life  8:00
A Christmas Story  12:20

The Many Adventures of Winnie the Pooh

Miracle on 34th Street  2:30

Cushing Auditorium $2.00

An Tostal

LOGO CONTEST

$35 Prize for winning T-SHIRT logo

$15 Prize for winning BOOKLET COVER

Due in SUB Office by Dec. 13th
**Sports**

**ND men's, women's basketball roadtrip to face Marquette**

By KEN TYSGAC
Sports Writer

Protecting the basketball will be the primary objective of the Notre Dame basketball team this weekend as the Irish travel to Bradley Center to face the Marquette Warriors at 7 p.m. EST. The game will be televised locally by WNDU-TV, channel 16.

The Irish, 1-2, have already won as many games as they've put together a 10-2-0 record. The Warriors, coached by Kevin O'Neill, are 2-2.

"I think we should win (the conference)," said Irish coach Matt McGraw. "We definitely have our problems and have just about everything to show for it. We're all improving. If we continue to get better, we should be really good by February." McGraw is at the top of his game after winning a thrilling 75-69 overtime 1-0. Cerdari (167)—fourth place in a tournament that is considered the toughest in the nation, lost in the finals to No. 2 Nebraska. They used to dominate the Irish was eighth-highest finish ever in last season and went on to earn a berth in the NCAA Invitational tournament placing three wrestlers and finishing seventh out of 46 teams.

"He was winning the match 4-1 and lost his composure a little and ended up losing 9-8," McGraw said. "Another night match that hurt the Irish was eighth-ranked Badenhausen's tough 4-1 victory over the Irish at 9 pounds against All-American Redbird in Normal, Illinois, lost in the finals to No. 3 Nebraska. They used to dominate the Irish was eighth-highest finish ever in last season and went on to earn a berth in the NCAA Invitational tournament placing three wrestlers and finishing seventh out of 46 teams.

"We did well, 13 of the top 20 teams in the nation were there," McGraw said. "But we could have done better. The close matches hurt us." Strong performances were given by Pat Boyd (142)—second place, Marc Gerard (167)—second place, and Andy Redanbaugh (188)—third place.

Boyd, ranked third in the nation, lost in the finals to the seventh-ranked wrestler in the nation, Townsend rack in the nation, Townsend.
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